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How to draw the cheshire cat face step by step

easy drawings, How to draw cartoons, How to draw step by step Prev Article Next Article How to draw a cheshire cat easy with this how-to video and step-by-step drawing instructions. How to draw cartoons for beginners and kids. Please see the drawing tutorial in the video below You can refer to the simple step-by-step drawing guide below Step 1
Start by drawing a circle. This will help you craft the cat’s face. Step 2 Below the circle, use a long curve to surround a banana-like shape. This sets the stage for the symbolic smile of the cat. Step 3 Use a long curve, surrounding an uneven circle below and to the side of the previous image. This outlines the cat’s body. Step 4 Use a series of curves to
outline the cat’s arms and legs. Note the use of a large “U” line to outline the underside of the forearm and smaller “U” lines for the fingers. Step 5 Sketch the cat’s other arms using curves. Note the short lines in detail and add depth to the palm. Step 6 Starting at the top of the circle, start drawing jagged feathers using short curves, connected by
sharp points. Extend the coat to the end of the shape of a banana, cat’s cheek. Repeat on the opposite side. Then, place two rounded triangles on top of the circle, forming the ears. Use a third curve to add depth to the ear. Step 7 Extend two long curves upward from the body, allowing them to meet at a sharp point. This makes the cat’s tail. Then
outline the hind legs using the “U” lines and the curves. Step 8 Delete the guides wherever the shape went, as well as the original circle and the top of the banana shape. Step 9 Add finishing touches to your Cheshire Cat. Stripe his arms, legs, body and tail using almost parallel curves. In the banana shape, draw a set of “U” long lines, connected by
short curves. This constitutes the cat’s smile. Point out teeth using short, straight lines. Draw a round nose, connecting the erased part of the banana shape. Connect this to the mouth by a curve. Draw spots for the beard and nostrils, and draw short lines to indicate the beard. Above the nose, draw two large circles for the eyes, each with a small,
shaded pupils. Draw a curved, pointed shape at each end, above the eyes to indicate eyebrows. Step 10 Coloring your cat Cheshire. Traditionally, he has pink or purple stripes. Prev Article Next Article Since her book debut in 1865, Alice and her strange and wonderful friends have captivated audiences the world over. Since then, these characters
have starred in pretty much every form of media imaginable, including several hit films. While so many aspects of the series are iconic, the grinning Cheshire Cat is one of the most recognizable of all! This distinctive character is almost always seen with a huge grin and has a distinctive design. This has become an immensely popular character, and
many fans like to learn how to draw the Cheshire Cat. For fans of the Alice books and films, this guide will be a real treat! Prepare to take a trip through the looking glass as you enjoy our guide on how to draw the Cheshire Cat in just 6 steps. How to Draw The Cheshire Cat – Let’s Get Started! Step 1 As we mentioned in the intro to this guide on how
to draw the Cheshire Cat, he is probably most well known for his wide grin. It seems only fitting that we begin this guide with that aspect, then! To draw his grinning mouth, start with a fairly long curved line. Then, draw another line running parallel beneath it, and then connect both with some lines at the corner of the mouth. Then, draw a series of
lines inside of the mouth for his teeth. Then, above this mouth you can draw two rounded shaped for his eyes and then add some pupils inside. Sometimes the Cheshire Cat’s body will disappear showing only his eyes and mouth, so you could technically stop here! We will be drawing the rest of the body though, so you can finish off the face with his
round nose and some whiskers. Step 2 – Next, start drawing his facial outline Now that you have his face drawn, you can start to draw the head outline for your Cheshire Cat drawing in this next step. First, use some rounded lines for the outline surrounding his mouth. Then we will be using a series of smaller jagged lines connected to this mouth
outline for the general outline of his head. You can also add his small, round ears next to one another on top of his head. Once you have replicated his head outline as it appears in the reference image, you can move on to step 3. Step 3 – Draw his front legs We will start drawing the body in this step of our guide on how to draw the Cheshire Cat. use
some curled lines for his paws beneath his head that he is resting his face on. Then, you can use some more rounded lines for the outlines of his chubby legs beneath him. Another iconic aspect of the design for this incarnation of the Cheshire Cat are the stripes all throughout his body, so you can start drawing some of those for his legs in this part.
Step 4 – Now, draw the body for the Cheshire Cat Now we can add a body for your Cheshire Cat drawing in this step. The cat has a large, chubby body, and we will start with the outline for it in this part. First, extend a rounded line back from the side of his head and downward. Then, draw a shorter rounded line extending back from his leg and then
have it connect to the larger line that you drew for the top of his body. Once you have drawn the body outline as it appears in our reference image, you will be ready to add the final details and elements in the next step, so let’s move on when you’re ready! Step 5 – Finish off your Cheshire Cat drawing What would the Cheshire Cat be without his
distinctive tail? “Incomplete” would be the answer to that question, and we wouldn’t want that! For that reason, we will add the tail along with some final touches in this step of our guide on how to draw the Cheshire Cat. The tail for this cat is large and fluffy, and we will keep that accurate in this drawing. Start by extending a line up from the back of
the body and have it curl upward into a point. Then draw the other side of the tail connecting back to the body. Don’t forget to add some rounded lines along the tail for more stripes! This character is also often seen hanging from a tree by his tail, so for an extra fun detail you could draw a tree branch and have his tail curled around it. That’s just one
idea for how you could personalize this picture, but what else can you think of to finish it off? Step 6 – Finish off your Cheshire Cat drawing with some color Now we arrive at the final step of your Cheshire Cat drawing! The version of the cat that we have drawn in this guide is from the animated Disney film, and we have used the same characters that
he appears with in that film. That means that we alternated a light pink with a dull purple for the stripes for a splash of color, we used yellow for his eyes to finish it off. You could use these same shades or make them a bit lighter or darker depending on your preference. You could even create your own variation of this character by using some unique
colors! Will you go for a classic look or change it up for your drawing as you finish off? Your Cheshire Cat Drawing is Complete! We had a lot of fun recreating this classic character in this guide on how to draw the Cheshire Cat, and we hope that you had even more fun working on it! If you take your time and follow each step in this guide, then you’ll
definitely be able to create an amazing drawing in no time. Now you can show off your creativity by adding even more to it! You could draw some more classic Alice characters, add a background or try out some new art mediums and colors for a few ideas. Be sure to have fun with it! We have many more guides for you on our website, so be sure to
check in often, as we plan to release many more soon! We would be thrilled to see your Cheshire Cat drawing when it’s finished, so please do share it on our Facebook and Pinterest pages for us to admire! Page 2 In architecture, there are certain buildings that you can always identify at first glance. Churches are a great example of this, as while they
can come in many shapes and sizes, they often have aspects like steeples and crosses that make them instantly recognizable. Some of the most beautiful architecture in history has been made up of churches and cathedrals, and learning how to draw a church can be a great way to create your own unique church design. If you would like to know how
you can create your own example of one of these special buildings, then this is the guide for you! Our step-by-step guide on how to draw a church will show you how you can have tons of fun drawing one of these sacred structures. How to Draw A Church – Let’s Get Started! Step 1 There will be lots of sharp angles that we will be drawing in this guide
on how to draw a church, so to make things easier it would be highly recommended to use a ruler as you draw. With that in mind, we shall start on the steeple for the church. Using that ruler we mentioned, use some straight lines to create the pointy tip of the steeple. Then, you can draw some triangular windows at the base of it. You can then draw a
thin ridge underneath that base before bringing more lines down for the next section of the steeple. This section will also have some triangular windows set in it. Before you move on to the next step, use your ruler to place a cross at the tip of the steeple. Step 2 – Next, draw the sloping roof Things could get a bit tricky for the next few steps of your
church drawing, so be sure to follow the reference image closely as you draw! First, use a ruler to add another section of the steeple. Then you can use it to draw the roof sloping down from it by drawing some lines close together for the slope. There will be some spaces left in the lines where we will be adding more elements later, so this is where you
will want to closely follow the reference image. Step 3 – Draw the general outline of the church This next step of our guide on how to draw a church may look like a lot, but as long as you closely follow the image again you should have no problems drawing it! We will be using a series of vertical and horizontal lines in order to create the walls and
floors for the church. Once again, we will be leaving some spaces for more elements later, so once you have replicated the reference picture you can move on. Step 4 – Draw some windows and other details Now we will add some windows and smaller details to your church drawing. First, draw a little roof over the front section of the church. Then we
will add some thin windows on either side of the door, and these will have flat bases with round tops. You can finish off with some more thin windows on the side of the church and add a few more details as well. Step 5 – Now, draw the base of the church You’re doing a great job on this guide on how to draw a church! For now, we will continue with
the base of the church. Draw some straight, horizontal lines along the bottom of the church for this base. Then you can finish off this step by drawing a small roofed deck area with some stairs leading to it on the right-hand side of the church. Once you have done that, we can add some final details in the next step of the guide! Step 6 – Finish off your
church drawing Now you are ready to finish off your church drawing to have you ready for the final step. First, draw some detailing for the front section of the church. These details will include some steps leading up to a door, and then you can draw another fancy window above it. Finally, you can finish off by adding some final details throughout the
church. These details will include some linework on the interiors of the windows, but you could also add some of your own! Perhaps there could be some bushes alongside the church, or some people walking into it. These are some ideas, but what others can you think of to finish this off? Step 7 – Finish off your church drawing with some color This
seventh and final step of this guide on how to draw a church will see you finish it off with some color. In our reference image we went with some more muted colors to give it more of a subdued feel. We used some light beige for the walls of the church and then went with some dark blue for the various roofs. These are the colors that we chose, but you
should feel free to use any other colors that you would like for it! Then you can decide which art mediums you will use for your color choices, so be sure to have fun being creative with your colors as you finish up! Your Church Drawing is Complete! That will conclude all 7 steps of this guide on how to draw a church! This was a bit of a tricky drawing
to do, so you should be extra proud of reaching the end of this one. Remember that the key to overcoming a trickier drawing is to break it down into smaller, more manageable steps to make sure there is no frustration. Now that the hard parts are over, you can relax as you get creative with some final details! We mentioned a few ideas such as some
plants or churchgoers, but this is where you can really show off your creativity. Which additional elements, color choices and mediums can you think of for your picture? We have so much more drawing fun for you to enjoy on our website, and these guides cover a huge range of different subject matter. Be sure to keep visiting, as we have many more
incoming! Once you have completed your beautiful church drawing, we would be honored to see it. You can let us take a look by sharing it on our Facebook and Pinterest pages!
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